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AbstrACt

The dehydration-rehydration process in gmelinite-Na |Na7.27K0.28Ca0.15(H2O)21.85|[Al7.71Si17.24O48]-
GME, a natural zeolite that can be described as a parallel stacking of double six rings of tetrahedra 
in the AABB sequence, was studied by X-ray diffraction data. Its space group is P63/mmc with a = 
13.764(1) and c = 10.078(1) Å cell parameters. Single-crystal data collections were performed at 
room conditions and at increasing temperatures, in a hot nitrogen stream, up to the fragmentation of 
the crystals, which occurs at a temperature as low as 100 °C, and afterward the crystal was cooled 
down to room conditions. X-ray powder diffraction data showed that gmelinite-Na transforms into a 
new structure with an AFI-type topology at about 300 °C. At room conditions, extraframework cat-
ions are located in two symmetrically independent positions, both of which are coordinated to either 
framework O atoms or water molecules. When the mineral is heated to 90 °C, about 40% of H2O is 
lost, and one cation site splits over two positions, which are three-coordinated to the framework O 
atoms. The dehydration process is completely reversible over a period of hours. X-ray single-crystal 
data has highlighted that gmelinite-Na when quenched at 100 K displays remarkable modifications in 
its extraframework content, resulting in a strong disorder in its extraframework ions. As in the case of 
heating, the mineral restores its structural features when brought back to room temperature.
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introduCtion

It is well known that one of the most remarkable proper-
ties of zeolites is their thermal behavior (i.e., stability, phase 
transformations, and rate and temperature of dehydration and 
rehydration). Many factors affect these properties: among them 
topology, extraframework cations, and Si/Al ratio. 

The aim of this work is to study the structural modifica-
tions and dehydration-rehydration processes in gmelinite from 
100 K to its collapsing temperature by single-crystal X-ray 
diffraction data, complemented by powder diffraction data and 
thermal analysis. Gmelinite [International Zeolite Association 
framework type code GME, Baerlocher et al. (2001)] is a 
fairly rare natural zeolite that occurs typically in hydrothermal 
formations, mainly filling up cavities in basalts. It is a member 
of the so-called ABC-6 family. Its framework can be described 
as a parallel stacking of double six rings of tetrahedra [D6R or, 
according to Smith (2000), hpr polyhedral unit] in the AABB 
sequence. The gmelinite framework structure is characterized 
by one-dimensional channels parallel to [001] delimited by 
rings of 12 tetrahedra interconnected via two-dimensional 
8-ring channels orthogonal to the 12-ring channel, thus forming 
a three-dimensional channel system.

The crystal chemistry of gmelinites was studied by Passaglia 
et al. (1978). The Si/(Si+Al) ratio varies in the range of 0.65–0.71. 
Usually sodium is the predominant extraframework cation, but 
samples where Ca is the predominant cation are not infrequent; 

in some cases (Malinovskii 1984; Vezzalini et al. 1990; Luppi et 
al. 2007) potassium is the most abundant extraframework cation. 
Consequently, according to the Recommended Nomenclature of 
the International Mineralogical Association Subcommittee on 
Zeolites, three separate species must be recognized: gmelinite-
Na, gmelinite-Ca, and gmelinite-K (Coombs et al. 1997).

The gmelinite crystal structure was determined by Fischer 
(1966) on a sample from Nova Scotia. Structure refinements of 
gmelinite-Na and gmelinite-Ca were performed by Galli et al. 
(1982), gmelinite-K by Malinovskii (1984) and Vezzalini et al. 
(1990), whereas Ba-substituted structure refinement was carried 
out by Vigdorchik and Malinovskii (1986). In all these samples, 
two extraframework cation sites were localized, whereas the 
number of water sites varies depending on the most abundant 
extraframework cation.

KnowledGe About the therMAl behAvior of 
GMelinite

To date, little and insufficient information about the effect 
of temperature on the behavior of gmelinite is known. The 
thermodynamic properties of natural gmelinite-Na from 6 to 
302 K were investigated by Paukov et al. (2001). The authors 
found that the molar heat capacity (CP,m) of gmelinite displays 
anomalous behavior at T > 160 K. Above this temperature, an 
additional contribution to the heat capacity appears. The authors 
suggested that this effect was a result of disordering in the (water, 
cations) subsystem of gmelinite. Kühl and Miale (1978) studied 
the thermal behavior of a gmelinite-Na from Prospect Park, New 
Jersey, after ion-exchange in its NH4-, Ca-, and K-forms. The 
authors found that gmelinite-Ca transforms into a new, non-
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